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One of .:he difficulties one encounters in the study of surgery groups and more 
y the K-<theory groups of quadratic modules is a iiuge variety of groups and 
notations, To he:lp afleviate this difficulty, lv!re introduce it unirform notation whiich 
we use 10 describe the major notations uscdl today. ABthoiugb t:he nota$ion becomes 
somewhat cumbersome’at times, it has the ;,dvantage of al!bwing one to famlfiark 
himself qu I&y with the vtious groups and tlo compare easily thIe various aota.tians. 
After the definitions BSre state the problems. Our lkt of probir.c;zms should ble 
augmerrgec! by those found in (41) and [28]. A survey article on the structure and 
computation of surgery groups is fountd in [40]. This can bit: clarified and augmented 
.by the anr;ounce&ents [4], p3], [2417 [25],, [SS] aad the survey article ]_9]+ 
Defintitiam. Ler A be a ring with involution Q I+ c,; thus jg = a aind 66 =: &? for all 
q b E A. Lst A E center (A) such that hx = 1.. A ~?HPPI ~MUUUMW A is an additive * 
subgroup OF A wch that 
The miinimum (resp. maximum) choice ofi ,‘L ia denoted often by min (resp. mu). 
Surgery groups occur for the mirnimall c;t~~~ke of A. 
Let kf be a rrght A amodufe. A sequiliolemr firm 9 r:m M’ is a biiadditive m:mp 
+ : A16 x M-+.A such that $@~a, nb) = &@w, n)b. CtJ is caNled A -hennikm if 
$(m, PI) = @Km). I,$ is &led r?uen A -her:mnitian if there is a sesquilinear form 4 
on M such It hat $(m, n :)I = @(HZ,, n) + ha;;i-&j for al! RI, n E llk 4~ $4 -q~ltacfrrzf~c 
mm&de is a Ilair (&I, t/Q, We associate wit!1 each .14L -qu;?dlratic module (M, $]! a 
2f6 A. Bak / I~gfinitiuns aid pi &ems in S krgt?ry and rdh?tt .$PUpS 
A pnarph&m (1w, +)-+ (W, +!#) of n-quadratic modules is an A-linear map 
M -+ M’ which preset d- -S the associ;tted A -quadratic and A -hermitian forms (but 
not necessafiiy +and $‘). an important reason for introducing the form parameter 
is the fotlowing result. 
, 
Them [3,1-J]. Ass&we A = rnE04. Th~sn an A4nqat mq 1: 
mqhism (M $)4 (lW9 $6’) of A -qwdratic modules G3 t presets the as- 
s&zxi7d hermitbuz f0Jn-t s.
Thus the category i&lax-quadzaGs modules is the same as the category of even 
A-hermitian forms. Sume prohiems have simpler answers for one of the two 
categories above and so it can be advantageous when working on a particular 
problem to tq bsiit extremes of the form parameter. For example, precise 
computations over orders (e.g+ integral group,i;ings of finite groups) are simpler for 
max, whereas per&dicity and splitting theorems are simpl r for min. The iw- 
&qpd mm sf @vct~ A -quadratic modules is defined by (M, +) 1. (M’, +‘) = 
(tie W, 9 qr Jta. f&f? -6) isk&$f &&ngd& <if ii(r’ is Sniteiy ‘generated projective 
;tnd tkc ~ikmicd map h#+ hf” e &x&&ii, A i9 rT;’ n (ti, )+ is -an isomorphism. 
An imp&& example of a on$~~@W .A. +padh&k muduke -is the kype&& 
mu&& R(P) + fPeP*, *&) where .’ P is* finiteIy .‘generated prujective, P+ * 
Hor&tiP,~A) is givcti $ riglha A-module:-structure by the rule uu)p = 8-f@), and 
+J”6cp; fk& 9)) --, f(+ 
&t- .. , 
Q(A, J$ ) * a@gory of nonsingufar A -quadratic moduies. 
If we wish 10 emphasize the symmietc_ A wd sometimes write Q”(zl, A ) in place of 
Q(Az A ). We n&e that the orthogonaR sum on A-quadratic modules ma&b 
Q(X, A) intis 8 category witlht product in tRe sense of [14, VII $I]. , 
Lbr C&(A) denote I;he group of invertible a Y rz m$r&~ over A j,and let 
GL@) = iim,‘GL,r(A)i Recalf that I&(A) r*r: Ck(A)/corn~utator subgroup. The 
invohstionqn A induces an involution on &(A), [@+)I, e [‘(i&& where t denotes 
the ‘trans*se &p&a&x. ‘Lit ’ 
k = a3 involution invariant subgroup of &(A ). I , 
Next we recall the no&.k of a hase&% MduSe. A bused-X module (M; ml,. , ., m,) 
is a ~tinltcly &n&fated free: A -module M v&h 8 preferred basis { mr, . . ., m,). If 
[d i] & X then we $11 irssu e r is ev&. We t# i-explain irl a moment the reason 
for this restriction. A morpbtbism (M; m tr .‘* ,) in,)_* (W: m i, , . ., tn$) of biked-X 
xmoduks iis an isornorphisrn ! : M -+ M’ 4 right A -modu ;CS such that if (li,) is the 
r x il matrix as ociated to I via thr: prelkrred b&s &n‘, Ir$ an@ fit &eni the #a~ 
ate that we assume that the preferred b&s .:s on 34 and M 
hi shown that orde can eliminate 
!ar$er group. The category of 
@4 .). . .) m,) x (Mj; m i, . . .., m >) = 
(MeM”; ml,. l ., m, m ’ , l . l , m ‘>). hwe~er, in order that this product be com- 
mutative up to isomorphism it is iqecessary to assume that either [ - 1) E X or that 
each preferred basis tias an even number oif elements. This follows from the fact 
thai eveq pelntutrtion matrix is a prodii;ct of matrices of the type cz’, and 
I($)] = [ - If as elfzments of K,(,4 ). 
Let 
Q(A, n 6. % = category of nonsingular ~1 -quadratic mod11 Et% 
((M; ml, w. 9, m,), 31) on based-X modules (M; ml,. . ., m,) such that the class 
f((~nb P&)] E K,(A) of the I” X r matrix ((rap mj)#) lies in X. 
Morphisms are assumed of course to have “determinant” lying in X, i.e. are allso 
morphisms of the underlying based-X modules. We call an object of Q(A, _A bmti.x 
u btzze&X A-cj~~drct& moduE~. Note thitt the operation of orthogonal sum on 
based-X A -qua 3ratic modules makes Q(A, A b &-d-X into a category with product in 
the sense af [l&I, VII Sl]. Let 
If C is a cak egary with product 1 in the sense of [14, VIX 511, tet K&I’ = 
Grothendieck group of C = free abelian group generated by the isomorphism 
classes [lw] of objects &J of C mod&o the relations [&f 1, M’] f= [M) + [API. Define 
Again, if we wish to emphasize the symmetry A we, T;N 3te KQ$(A, A) in place of 
Kt&(A, A), CYC. Define the Witt groups 
WQor,A, A ) = KC&i:A, A )/all H(P) 
and if I[-h]c:X define 
twhere H(A. )blHKd = ((A $A “; (l,O),(O,f)), &,) and f(1) = 1. H&4 )baMdl is called lthe 
hsed hyperbolic plane. The hypothesis [ - A] E X is made to insure that H(A )baapd is 
a based-X quadratic modulle, To avoid the hypothesis [ - A] E X, the following 
groups are used by various authors. Let 
Q(A, A)zn-busby = full subcategory of Q(A, A )based_x of all objects whose prefcr- 
red bases have cardinality a multiple of 2n. 
Define 
KQo(A, A )~n-tmet~x = &Q(A, A )Zn-based-X 
and if [(-A)“]EX define 
WQo(A, A )tn-basP;1-~ = (A, 19 )z,,-bsr,z~. I 1 
rt ieular if A = - 1, Or 4 := +‘I and B = 2, then the condition [( - A >“] E X is 
atcsrr;iatlic. Another related group is obtained as follows. Let ((M; mi, . a ., m,), +) 
8 based A Lquadrax r3lodtrle such that r is even, Deffare the discrk’rni~~n~ 
disct((M; ml,. . ., nrtr ),$) = [( - A )‘“] [(hr, @q+)] e &(JQ. ~ 
The div;rriminant is designed esper:ially so that the discr HQ~JI~~~ = 1. Define 
(A, 19 )&mq,md.X = caiqpy of nonsingul;slr A -quadratic rn0duies 
F ml, . . ., m,), @) on based-X modub (M ; ml,. . ., hr,) such that the 
discr (4 3 : m 1, . . ., m,), +) = I. 
Vb t2 Call i3il Object Of Q(A, A &is~r_barsd_x a discriminant based-.X AL quadratics module, 
Define 
aedeX ca.n be: used as a generalization of QofA A )2-based-X 
Ihirh avoids the ass ion that [ - A 1 Ez x. 
bj Every efement of K&(A, l! )b w4j_x can be written as a diflerence [M, pj - 
where tkc rank M ==. rank IV. If the image of this element in WQO(A, Ah,,., 
is trivial then% @ji (A )” == (IV, qeb I H(A)” for some n. Thus [M, $I- [IV, #j = 
0, Thus KQ,(A, A jbnsrd,_X+ WQa(A, JI jhawd_X is injective.. Every element 
of WQu(A, n )hascd_X can Be also written as a difference [M, 4]- [ 
P = rank The same argument as above applies now to show 
WCVA, A )2 _bm&X’ W (&,(A, I! h-&X is inject&. 
The proof is compl(ete once we note that [M, $1 - [N, +] = [M@l, #e @] 
- [N@M, 4 $ $1 and the rarr.k Ma M = rank N@ M = 2, runk A4 is even. 
a) is proved similarly. 
Next we define the K&groups. If we give A ” a basis, and A “’ She: dual basis -
then we can identify each element of Aut(HI( ;1 n )j with an invertible 2n x 2n matrix 
@). We let GQ&A, A) denote the group of all such matrices. GQzN(A, A j is cal!cd 
the general quadratic group. One can check [3, $51 that an invertible 2n x 2n matrilr 
(Z$j belongs to GQzn (A, /i 1 ~3 (z f )-’ = (& Q; (where 6 =z (ajjj = ‘(&& 
t = transpose operator) and the diagonal coefficients of 6ot and @ lie in A. ?‘hez iis 
* PO 
a natural homomorphism GQz,, (A: A ;a--* GC&nvi,(A, A), 1 (:f) I+ yz 
and we let GQ(A, A j = Tim,, GQZn(A, A). Define 
*( 1 
@‘&J ’ 
w 00 II 
KC2,(A, A) = G(;;A, A )/commutator subgroup. 
The homombrphiism H : l&(A)+ KQ,(A, A), [a] H [(g t-l)] is called thlls hyperbolic 
map (aa K,). We define the Witt group 
WQ,(A,A)=CokerH:K1(Aj-*KQ1(A,A). 
If .X is an involution invariant subgroup of &(A j we use the following decorations: 
KQ,(A:, A), = ker liifQg(A, A)+ &(A j/X 
WQ,(A A J)x = Coker IFP : .X -+ KQ@, A )x. 
Clearly KQ,(A, A j = KCh(A, A jKnffiLj and W (PItA, A j = WQt(A, A )K,W E. 
Let E'Q(A, A ) denote ihe subgroup of GQ(A, A j generated by all matrices (i?) 
and @) which lie in GQ(A, A ). (if (respl. Qt!)) lies in @Q(A, A ) e B = - hfi 
and the diagonal cc&&&s of @ tie in A ([resp. y = - xy and the diagonal 
coeffi&rits of 7 lie in A ), EQ(A, A ) is the amalogue for GO(A, A j oil the group 
E(14~ ) of elementary matrices for GL(A j. We call EQ(A, JI j the 1’1 -y~ad~~f~~ 
&&+ry gtcy~p, Standard matrix identities [3, 5.5] show that EQ(A .4 j is 
corgnected, i.e. equal to 3ts own commutator ‘subgroup, and 13, S.(a] shows that 
EQ(A, 12 j = commutator subgroup of GQI(A, A j. We let EQ(A, .A ) act tirivialb on 
and d&be 
220 A. Bak / D@~ritims and probkms in surgery and r&red groups 
We describe now the major notations used by various authors. We begin with, 
C.‘T’.C. Wall’s L-theory group L:(A) and surgery groups L i(z, w) and L:(n, w )j 
roups L :(A ) are easy to describe, n:~~~ely 
L&(A) == WQ!?‘(A, min)discriwd.x 
t&+,(A);= WC?!*““(,4, min)x. 
The decoration by X is actually due to S. Cap@. 
t w be a group and w : w 4 ?r 1 a group homomorphism. Give the integral 
group ring 2% tlSee invohttion 
r= &u ++ 2 W(Q)tlcw-‘* 
nEn I.&?? 
Then the surgery groups C:;h(n, w) ;are defined by 
One sometimes writes L:“(v)! in p!ace of L?+, w), in particular when w is triviaf. 
Wall has written several ‘ptispers in which the groups Lc (A) @pear. Howi~&~ ‘a 
reader of vhese gapers may encounter some dificuhy dbmpar&g ihe d&ln@ion df 
LE(.A) tberc with the description of L&(A) above, To &Ip a. raadgr get Over the 
potential rough mts, we riketch. ‘Wall’s .defrni&+ @H reference is W@S 
found&ons paper [5X]. 1x10 E‘Wall &s d be a &ategaj. -Mft pr%jdbtit: in the +s& of 
[ 14, VU 811, and defines &(%?) & we have. Thus he.~sumes th+t the p&duet in % 
is car nnmutative up to isomorphi~m. ‘i&r in $1. he de&es the c@*gur$ $&$(A, a, u) 
(cu is the involution on A, ark: t; .k aunit Such tiat uiii’ G 1) to,& the ca&g~* of ail 
narasingular min-qluadratic modules ((M; ml, . . ., m,.), #)I &r based-0 .‘:moduIes 
(A@ ; m, - . ., m,). The definition’ of &2 (A., cy, U) differs frqm that of (&” (A, min~~_O 
in two respects. First, no a!:s&nption is made tip” the r.k I m$trix C(mip n$J~ 
Secc’nd, :2! [ - ii Z 0 E K,(& ) then no assum$ion that I be even is m&$3. Thus, r.8 
Wa?l ” re.narks, the product: in $lU!(A, cr, ,ct) is n 6t necos~arily c~-mm~t&ive up 7143 
isosnorphism. Thus the notation li;,?$(A, a, u) is not pre&& cIefQr&d. Never&e:- 
Ol=Sl B, he writes +K&M(A, u, u) aTId d$nes &@!$(A, .iq ri).= b.er 
Of course, there is an obvious de&&& S6 t&e for 
y a+, u), namely tire free gioup generated by the isomorphism classes 
) m6dulo the relations [( 
not necessarily corn 
rnanipuf main valid. Xt’ o&$&ants an abelian 
group then he can take the commutator quotient of the above gm.m as his 
definitian. Wall defines also s&A, a, u) = full subcategory sb B9 (A. a, w) of all 
objects (If even rank. The product here is commutative up to isomo rphism and 
perhaps one shouid restrict tbe use of Ku to B&(A, CY, u). We shanll proceed, 
however, as VValf does and asstlme some meaning for K&@fA, (Y, u). AI, the end of 
§I, Wall defines the discrirninanr S on B&!(A,, cy, u) as we have above In #4 he 
defines 
L:(A) = ker S : &B.(A, a, u)+ K&4)/X. 
Again, there is a problem because 6 hr;r.s been defined only on ~oBo~~,(A, a. U) = 
ker rank : X’&&t(A, a, u)--+ Z. However, assuming a reasonable meaning for 
lGBS(A,a, u) it should follow that the canonical map &B&(A, a, u)+ 
&&S?(A, a, u) is an isomorphism. Tkis would mean that one could define 
Next we sketch a proof of the proposed isomd@rphism above. Every element of 
&BS(A, a, u.) can be written as a difference [V]-[ W] of two objects of the same 
rank* -Moreover, one can assume after adding a suitable V’ to both V and W that 
the rank V = rank W is even. From this it would follow that the map 
&&#&(A, a, a)+ &&?!(A, a, u) is surjective. Injectivity is clear if we take the 
non$bclln definition abode for &B%(A, a, u). Finally, we show that our definition 
anit the latter definition above of L$$4 ) agree. By an easy exercise, 
ker(6 : &J!3&(A, a, u)* &(A)/X) = &:(A, :min)w,b,MX, and by a previous 
lemma 6Q2 (A, min)~,~~.x= WQS (A, min)dk,,bw_x. But, our definition of 
L ?dA ) was I: $k(A ) = Mf &(A, mia)d~,-b,a.x. This completes the discussion of 
Wall% notatiun. 
Suppose now that [A] is a torsion element of K1 (A) aird that I is the smallest 
integer Mksueh thnt [( - A,)‘] = 1 in Ki (A ). kt I’ = least common multiple of 2 
and I. h 1431,~ Shazpe, introduces the group KX3&4) = Grothendieck group of 
sim@.cogredience classes of stable simple forms over A. Translating this into our 
notation, one obtains; that . 
Slhpe’s Knl, (A ) = W Q. (A, max)r.-i4 . 
Now drop the assumption OR [A]. Ia [13] Scharlan and I use the notation H-4 (A) 
to descri‘be: the group 
K’U (A) = IKh (A, max). 
Bass in- [ISI and [ l6j uses the notation 
Klrr,(A,A)zKQi(A,A). 
I use this r3otation aho in my the 
Next we describe the U, V, ant! . Rtx 
(A) is the category of finitely generated 
A modules. Dirtxt sum is the prmiuct opera&m on P(A ). The rule P ~3 P = 
(P, A) iL\duces an involuticfr on A). Let Y be an inv&ution invazciant 
(A) which contains [A 
(A, I 4 )u = category of all nonsingul;ar A-quadratic modules 
I with that [Mj E ‘li 
l Y -B K( ?-, (A, 12 )vt [ 8”‘) I+ (P)]+ denote the hyperbolic map, and define the 
Qo(.A,A), =Coker H: Y4KQo(A+A)~. 
,,(Ali,A)=KQo(,A,.A) &(A), and if the rank of a finitely generated free 
is unique (e.g. .A has as quotient a field) then KQO (A, A )me = (by 
definition) KQO [A, A )bsed~,(,~] I= ~t&(A,A)tr~Alln~~le me, ZUNi&pS mtds bhit fiat 
the Witt group4 j As usual, if we wish to emphasize .the sym.metry h we write 
KQ: (A, A), ir;r place of KQ&%, A In etc. The group U&(4) is defined <by 
I 
U’E (A) = WQ$““” (A, min)*. 
The group U&+l (A ) is more! complicated to describe. It is & of the rxzlative 
category of thb:: hyperbolic functor module the usual relations plus ~ltltle extra 
relation. We w:cite this out in detail, Let Rel I!!‘== &el I3 : P(A)-+&.(ikp b ) ka -the 
category of all triples ((M, *)I; P, Q) where (M,.#j is a tlsnkingular A-quadratic’ 
module and P and Q are t lDtally is~ropic ‘direct stimmands of M such that 
(Q) = (M, 9). P tmail!y b#rtq& meatis that fetrall p’ and p’ E P, w&).= 0 
and @, p% = d,# In< the lang8age af Nxikov ~arrdkanieki, aMtally Y&0&jGc dire@ I 
SU nd is caliled a subk~g:rar@~~ k sublagrangia$ $ && &$uz&to i& own 
otihogoaalS complement, i,e; P = {m k A4 1 (pi n& = 0 f6r #’ pS E-J?& ish ScaNed a 
dsgrangian, ml a liyperbclic -rt)c:Qule (P) &i cakd * kaMtWkh f&m. A 
morphism f : &iM, $1; P, Q)+ ((M’, *“); ain $ambrphism f : (M, $)-p 
‘, #‘) such that f(P) = P” and f(Q) ==’ has i natural pradu& defined 
M’, (I/“); P’, a’) 9 ((M cj’j -M’, $J e> $Q I? @ I?‘9 Ci? @ Q’). Let 
all reM.ons [(M, $+; P, Qf + [( ;G$~]=[(MIk);P,R]* 
One can construct arelative group fcbrmally as in [14,%’ ):, and it follows from [3, 
6.2’71 that the relative group above anrd the one obtained formaNy are i~tio~hic. 
Define 
Define the category Rel n )) analltrgous to 
A, A)). Thus the objects of (A, n )) are triples 
such that [P) and [Q] E Jr, Morphisms’ and products are defiaed in 
the t~.suati v+ay. Set 
Clearly %‘Ql (A, A),,,, =‘WQ,(A, A),,, and from [3, 6.301 it follow!!; that 
W(a~(A,Ajttt(~~/n, s W t&(A, A). Ranicki [3S] d*efines 
LJSn+g(A)= WQf-““(A,min~J’all [N(P); P, a*]. 
However, Ranicki decorates the &+, (A) differently than we do our grcups, 
Namefy ,, let V”: = fulI subcategory of Rel(H : P(A) + Q*’ c14, min)) of all objects 
((M; +): P, Q) such that [P] - [Q *] E Y. Then he defines in [36] 
U,y,+,(A)= K&C%: $“““ail [FE(P); P, P*j. 
Them is a canonical map NJQ;“‘(A, tin), --+ K&v”:. Clearly this map is an 
isomorphism for Ff = Ko(A), but I have noi checked what happens in general. 
Next we recaL the V and W groups. The deffinitionsi we shall give agree with 
those Raniicki givl!s in [35], but agree with those he gives in [36] only when the rank I 
of a f&itely generated free A-module is unique:. If X is an involution invariant 
subgnt@ of K, [A) such that [ - I] E X then 
V,“,,,(A) = \vQ!-““(A, min)x 
In [3ti], Ranicki replaces K,(A) by a slightly bigger group K’(A). ‘l’here is a 
candxnicai map &(A)-+ K’(A) which is an isomorphism if finitely generated free 
A-modules have a wniq/ue rank. It is clear that for any A there is a canonical map 
from the Vz’s defined above to the V?s defined in [36]. However, I have! not tried 
to detemhine what the kernel and cokeme! are. One sets 
W, (A) = Vr,“‘l(A). 
Raiticki [36] states that vfYA) = eJ4”lk1inFZ)(A). We have remarked already about n 
the analogQus tatements for our groups, 
The surgery groups of Maumoxy and Tayloz fcr surgery on open manifolds are 
defined by 
?%e notations used by Karoubi are still changing. This is due partly to the, v 
horn y definitions one can use and to the prob 
with al of’ maximal for 
viewed as 9 sampling of 
eLi (A A ) = : (A, ./aE ) 
c Wt (A, A ) = Coker (A)-* & (&A) 
8 ‘:{A&= ker : ,,Li (A,A)+K (A) 
where = the forgetful map,. Frequently the subscript i = 0 is dropped. Thus 
.L (A, 44 ) = Jiij (A, it ) 
etc. 
Frequently, one finds 
tLb (A) in place of CLi (A, min) or *Li (A, max) . 
etc. 
of ~0 Jurse if 2 is invertible in ,A tken min = max, and the qotation ,&d (A) js Mhout 
ambiguity. Also appearing frequently in Groubi’s work are the groilps 
&(A,& “I 
34 (Ad). . ’ 
Brkdy, these are respectively :Ire reiat ivc groups associated to the hymrbok 1 
functor : P(A)--* @(A,& and the forgetful functor F: @(AL? 4)-t P(A). In’the 
papers where these groups have appeared thris far, 2 has been assumed invertible in 
A or the minimum form parameter is useid, and so the notations .L& (A) and 
X (A) swtf’ice. 
’ I 
le first eight problems are contributed by C.T.C. WaiX, 
Develop an L-theory of algebraic*varietiec (or schemes), which coincides7with 
e usual theory for affine varieties Spec A (A 21 commutative ring with involution). 
Presumably this wih involve (at least) pairings of totally free Waves, 
ab 
Is the natural map (defined in [49; $133)) KO,J HI-+ L* W@ 
isomorphism for Poincar6 duahty groups ir? (This is a sharp ver&n’ of 
v’s problem on higher signatures.) According to C this is twfj; if w is 
4 from the trivial group by ations @erh@ps 
with another, or with 
Let A be’ the ring of integers in a number field, with trivi;irl involution. Can 
&A) contain an element of order 8? (8 is the upper bound. 4 can appear. 
Computations by exact sequences leave the exttniions underslrmined.) 
5. Determine the image of the signatua 
L-groups (i.e. using determinant in K1 
more precise problems: 
the quaskimple 
)) this splits into 
Ctunjec~~~ 1. Each component of the signature is divisible by 4. This is true except, 
perhaps, for components of symplectic type It holds for these also (in the 
orientable case) if the conjecture in 6 below is true. 
jectu~~ 2, The sum of the signatures at components of rr corresponding to a 
single compaeat S cd Qlr of orthogonal type is divisible by 8. This is true if the 
2-kdic completion of S is a sum of matrix rings over fields, but the argument fails for 
quaternion rings. If these conjectures both hold, there are no further relations 
between the signatures. .’ j 
6. Write & for the 2-~lic ‘integers, 
42 = g&Q, K&V) = Im(K&r)-* &(&)), Wh’(%n) = K:(&T)/( 2 7~). 
Then it q is a 2-group, Wh’&r) is torsion-free. The involution which inverts 
elements of 7r induces tiln action of Z/22 on Wh@$a). 
Cy~jecb~ra For n a 2-gr110up, H’(Z/2Z; Wh’(2&7r)) = 0. This is true if ?r is abelian, 
ak if ez+ch element of v is conjugate to its inverse (e.g. rr dihedral or 
quatemionic). 
7. Gn SL&7) act freely on a sphere? 
Finally, one more (already classical) problem on the 
theory, due to Kuiper and Robbin. 
8. Let p,‘ cr be orthogonal representations of a cyclic 
topologically equivalent actions on S V Does it follow that p and1 cp are equivalent 
as representations (up to an auztomorphism of G)? DC Sullivan claims the result for 
G primary, 
geometric side of surgery 
for o : ar + 2 1, and oxact triangles (4 = 0, 1,2) 
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Icad to differential.5 4 = 0,1 
#-4. o* ’ 1; WA, (+=+ H’+‘( ; Wh,+* (7r)). 
When is &-‘4 = O? Therm is evidence to suggest this happens most, if not all the 
me. However, note that d &‘$; HP @/2Z; l&R)-, HP”z(Z,/22; K& R)‘ is de- , 
nite!y no~ero for the corresponding game with L aQ (R, a, w), R commutative, 
. Compute G: . l L X (v, W) + H *(Z/22 ; ‘Vh&)) for reasonable rr (i.e. s~rh that 
some is known about Whz( v), for exampb v finite abelian), It seemed likely 
that ==O for rr finite odd order, for present echniques tend to fiiikd only 
eiements of mWhz(17) of odd order in this +X&S;- IIencet 
11. a) For finite n is Wh&r) a 1 nl-group? 
lb) For finite cyclic v is Wh(rr) cyclic of order properly dividing pi. . . p, 
where 1% I= pi* . . . g? is the primary decompo&ion of f 7r f. (It seems likely that the 
smallest prime in f n 1 is missing in 1 Wh(n) I.) 
I L 
, 
The next seven problems concern surgery groups of Mite: groups n: 
12. [d] and [ 1 l] show that if the 2-hylperefementary subgroups of Itr -are abeIran then 
sum of a certain number of coi>ites of [e, Z/22& 8.nd__E%&er 
v)). + H2(2/2Z, &(Zs)). The group&K~(Zlr,+=) al& Iyo&?%r) 
:d in 15 below. The problem is to contpute, the F2-&k of ,thf3 tikern~l , -. t _ _, 
= the field of tw- u &ments. Th%s is i~ .,very difficult piob&m %&ii’ is: 
reQed to the classical problem of cvalmputing thecohomology of com@ex &njuga- 
tion acting on an ideal class grorir, t-f cyclotomic integers. +I%e cm.e :w an &elim 
2-group might be considerably easier than the other cases. See [IX, Car. 41,‘ 
denote the ring of 2-adic integers. Let v be a finite group as in 12, 
The involution on 35~~ induces a 
ComputL: the Fz43nk .of the image 
& This would $&WV bne TV- T&US 8 
ms 6,7]. (~3 is rrofmat ab~~i~n.) 
ich inverts each element of V_ 
ei hrtio 
induced inv~o~u 
t is 
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known ([16] or [a]) that if 7r is any finite abelian group then the involution on 
W&I-) is trivial. at does the involution look Bike for any finite gl cpup n? 
e relative group in the exact 
fl)/(?t[Za] 1 fi E 
have naturally defined involutions, see [6] or [I I]. Let 
(w) = Coker .W2 
For n as in 12 (resp T odd) It is known [II] (resp [6]) that lH(gr) is a dir& 
summand of I$+@). The problem is to find for each 17 as above a retract 
L&(T)-+ H(P) such that the resultjng family of retracts commutes with induction 
and restriction on finite groups. P eCxm,s the best way to look for such retracts is ~ 
geometriCally* 
MO Let D be ahdte division rin,g with involution: over a local or global field. Then 
D is necessarily a quaternion division ring. Compute KC&(D). If A is a mAma 
invalution invariant order on 6) compute #41 (A), i = 1, ‘2. 
1% Compute t:“(a) for n a 2-hyperellemcntary g oup. This would be thee next 
major step in computing (orientable) surgery groups of all finite groups. Some 
progress ia this direction is found in a recent preptint of Wall [ST’]. 
18. Compute L$!(n, w) for v abelian and all nolntrivial w. The case w trivial is 
covered in [4]$ [5], [6], [ 11). The analogous probl.em for t I where X = 
ker det: &(Z+) + units (Z7p) has bleen largely covered in [57] and [58]. 
19. In [a) I announced that L$'+l ( ) = 0 for any odd torsion group n. This was VT 
incorrect, .for in fact-1 had proved If;] only that L z+I( 7r) = 0 if 76 is a direct limit of 
finite odd order groups. So the question remains, is Ll;,b+&r) = 0 for any 
to& ; group 7t: Pt iS known, for example, that a Enitely generated torsion group 
, cm hafire infinite order (a problem of Burnside), However, the corresponding 
problem for a finitely presented group (which is the interesting case from srhe point 
of view of geometry) is still unknown. 
The 1 next three problems concern splitting. 
20. Find an algebraic proof for Cappel”s plitting theorems [2 
The analogous problem for ‘WhitehE!ed groups has been done 
and [48]. Une might also explore what happens if the minimal form p 
(which is,assumed in Cappel”s work) is replaced by an arbitrary fo 
hi 
r an 
^ 
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The next two problems are variations of the a&we. 
25. rye All the K-theory groups abovb.; have been defined 
assuming that the underlying modules are projective. :In the case of group rings An 
it is often interesting to consider analogous K-theory groups, say X(A, n), where 
the underlying modules are assumed to be A-projective finitely generated A?r- 
modules instead of finitely generated projective Av-modules. See [25], 1271, and [3, 
$81. One probtem of particular interest is to compute X(25, a) for n finite. Such 
problems would envolve developing a certain amount of general abstract machin- 
ery, e.g. exact sequences, which could be interesting work in itself. 
26. /1 -hermitian K-theory. 4Ail the K-theory groups above, but one 
W.&(A, JQ_~~~, are defined o:? categories of 11 -iquadratic modules. CIne can 
define analogous groups for A -he&tian modualcs (see 23 above and [3]) and study 
anafcrgousprobbms. The pr6blems eem to be bxore difficult in this rtase. Splitting 
theorems, ptikodicity thorems, aild precise computations over the group ring 2n 
where ~7 is a fireite group are of interest. Akhough some machinery exists for 
A-he~mitian K-theory [3], mure needs to be developed. One giirticular problem 
here is a suita:bie understanding of the commutator su’bgroup of the general 
hermitian group GN(A, ,A ). The equivariant variations mentioned in problem 25 
are interesting also. 
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